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“In fact — because contracts establish not only a 
media organization’s expectations of freelancers, 
but also their obligation to them — contracts likely 

play a greater role in establishing the necessary 
safeguards and resources (or dangerous lack 

thereof) than just about anything else.”
- “Why We Created A Toolkit for Freelance Journalists to Negotiate Terms That Keep Them Safe” 

via ACOS Alliance & Frontline Freelance Register, April 2020 via Medium

https://medium.com/@ffregister/the-model-contract-project-ae421e69fb49


Contracts & Insurance for Freelancing Safely
FOR TODAY’S SESSION:

1. CONTRACTS
- What is the Model Freelance Publishing Agreement?
- Why is it relevant to our safety?
- Review the “Guide to the Model Freelance Publishing Agreement”

2. INSURANCE
- Key considerations for selecting/securing insurance
- Recommended Resources via ACOS Alliance & its partners
- Q&A



What Is The Model Contract & Why Do We Need It?

BACKGROUND:

- Frontline Freelance Register & ACOS Alliance partnered with the Vance 
Center for International Justice to create a “Model Contract” aka “The 
Model Freelance Publishing Agreement” to develop tools for freelance 
journalists to negotiate safe, fair, and professional contracts

- Contracts as a Safety Issue: the contract was originally developed for 
freelance journalists working in hostile environments in order to include 
specific provisions often missing from standard contracts. However, given 
the onset of COVID-19, the need for safe contracts is even greater and 
more urgent across our entire industry.



What Is The Model Contract & Why Do We Need It?
THE MODEL FREELANCE PUBLISHING AGREEMENT

- The model contract helps freelance journalists navigate negotiations and 
contracts quickly, armed with sample legal language for common 
freelance challenges as well as a sample contract

- What should freelancers ask for? What should they absolutely avoid? What should 
commissioning editors/producers know?

- If an outlet doesn’t have a sufficient contract, freelancers can present the model contract, 
noting that it’s supported by ACOS Alliance, FFR, and the broader journalism safety 
community

- Key Issues: Payment (Structure / Timelines), Expenses, Insurance, 
Communications, and HR/Finance/Legal

- The Tool Kit: Full Model Contract, Guide, & Sample Contract



The Model Freelance Publishing Agreement ToolKit

Three Documents:

1. Model Freelance 
Publishing 
Agreement

2. The Guide
3. The Summary 

LINK for Downloads

https://www.acosalliance.org/contracts


 #1: The Model Freelance Publishing Agreement     

- Color-Coded 
by favorability 
to freelancer
- 11 Page 
Document
- Link for 
download via 
ACOS    

https://www.acosalliance.org/contracts


#2: The Guide: Model Freelance Publishing Agreement     

- Guide by 
section and 
issue
- 2 Page 
Document
- Link for 
download 
via ACOS    

https://www.acosalliance.org/contracts


#3: The Summary: Model Freelance Publishing Agreement     

- Form/Sample 
Contract of 
main issues
- 2 Page 
Document
- Link for 
download via 
ACOS    

https://www.acosalliance.org/contracts


The Guide: Fee 

**This section should not be determined without 
clear answers on the subsequent sections -- 
payment timeline, expenses, and insurance -- as 
a freelancers rate might change depending on 
the conditions of the contract.



The Guide: Payment 



The Guide: Expenses

“FFR’s position is that the refusal to advance expenses for 
freelancers is not only unprofessional, but also unethical… For our 

community, news outlets’ refusal to advance expenses is truly a 
matter of life and death; it’s asking us to work in the same 

conditions that have already led to the deaths of our colleagues.”
- ACOS Alliance & Frontline Freelance Register, April 2020 via Medium

https://medium.com/@ffregister/the-model-contract-project-ae421e69fb49


The Guide: Insurance 

*If Option B or C are selected, the earlier sections of the contract (Fee, Payment, or 
Expenses) must be adjusted to reflect the change.

**More on selecting the right insurance later!



The Guide: Rights



The Guide: Status & Data Protection



The Guide: Commitments, Termination, & Legal



Insurance for Freelancing Safely

ACOS Recommendations:

- ACOS does not see its role as promoting a specific product, but instead it 
identifies insurance options that fulfill needs identified by freelance 
journalists around the world and encourages freelancers and news 
organizations to assess, compare, and understand any policy’s terms 

- The top concerns raised by journalists have been quality, cost, and 
geographic limitations. ACOS has identified two options that provide basic 
emergency insurance, at low-cost, without geographical limitations. ACOS 
also maintains a list with its partners of other options, including higher 
cost but more comprehensive insurance packages



Insurance for Freelancing Safely

Insurance for Journalists:

- Covers journalists traveling to any 
country, including conflict zones, 
of any nationality, by-the-week

- Includes accidental death / 
disablement / medical, medical 
evacuation & repatriation

- Can be purchased outside country 
of residence or whilst on 
assignment

Insurance for Local Media:

- Covers any nationality, anywhere in the 
world, including country of residence, 
by-the-day for $7.50/day

- Includes accidental death / medical, 
medical evacuation & repatriation

- Affordable option for international 
media organizations looking to insure 
local journalists, fixers, & drivers. 

*ACOS signatories can benefit from 7.5% discount on both!



Insurance for Freelancing Safely
KEY CONSIDERATIONS:

- To properly assess plans and communicate effectively with insurance providers, 
complete a thorough Risk Assessment & Communications Plan (via RPT)

- For Consideration:
- Does the provider have experience working with journalists? What documentation will you need? 

Is there a 24-hour emergency line? Does it cover incidents related to natural disasters or 
terrorism? How does their payment/reimbursement work? (Sample Q&A prompts via RPT!)

- Call the insurance provider in advance to review the specifics of your assignment, including areas 
of travel within countries in case specific areas have higher ratings

- Experience and relevant safety trainings (HEFATs) can help individuals secure insurance
- Limitations: most plans don’t cover kidnap/ransom (K&R) or COVID-19 (in their medical 

evacuation or treatment). When looking for K&R, search “crisis response”; Battleface Insurance 
covers COVID-19, excluding travel cancellations and individuals over age 57

- Moving Forward: looking for insurance related to trauma/PTSD and legal issues

https://rorypecktrust.org/freelance-resources/downloads/
https://rorypecktrust.org/freelance-resources/insurance/


Risk Assessment & Communications Plans

Downloadable Templates:

- Rory Peck Trust offers downloadable templates for the following: Risk 
Assessment & Security Protocol Template (including a Guide to 
completing it), Communications Plan Template, Proof of Life Template, 
Digital Risk Assessment Template, among others.

- These Templates will allow you to aggregate all the information you’ll 
need to have a thorough discussion with an insurance provider in 
advance, as well as your commissioning media organization… In addition 
to being a Best Practice among all working professional journalists. 

https://rorypecktrust.org/freelance-resources/downloads/


Contracts & Insurance: Moving Forward

Next Steps for Our Community...

- Adapting and Translating the Model Freelance Publishing Agreement: 
ACOS will release an Arabic language version next month. It will pursue 
other languages / regions moving forward as well. 

- Evolving Resources: both the Model Freelance Publishing Agreement and 
the Insurance Resources of ACOS are living documents that need inputs 
to improve and adapt with the pace of our industry. As you use these 
resources, please give us feedback so we can keep improving these 
resources for our entire community!



Resources for Freelance Journalists

- Model Freelance Publishing Agreement: Complete Toolkit, Medium 
Article,  

- Insurance for Freelancers: ACOS Alliance and Rory Peck Trust (including 
backgrounds/guides), 

- Rory Peck Trust’s Freelance Resources: Safety & Security, Digital 
Security, Online Training & Videos, Funding Sources, Insurance, and Forms 
& Templates (LINK)

- ACOS Alliance’s Freelance Resources: COVID-19, Trauma Support, 
Insurance, Safety Trainings, Contracts, & Safety Checklists for News 
Rooms and Journalists (LINK)

https://www.acosalliance.org/contracts
https://medium.com/@ffregister/the-model-contract-project-ae421e69fb49
https://medium.com/@ffregister/the-model-contract-project-ae421e69fb49
https://www.acosalliance.org/insurance
https://rorypecktrust.org/freelance-resources/insurance/
https://rorypecktrust.org/freelance-resources/
https://www.acosalliance.org/resources



